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1. Background
Changing Results for Young Readers, a collaborative inquiry project, was initiated by the BC
Ministry of Education in in 2012, under the direction of Maureen Dockendorf, Superintendent of
Reading, to increase the number of BC children who are engaged, successful readers. Teachers in
57 participating districts met 7 times each year to explore inquiry questions they chose, with the
support of facilitator. Participating districts and teachers had a variety of networking
opportunities, including two provincial sessions, shared resources through facilitators and Early
Reading Advocates, and ongoing dialogue. This report focuses primarily on work during the
2014-15 school year.

2. Data sources:


Case files, including a summary of student progress, examine the impact of CR4YR on
student literacy. Teachers tracked one child from each classroom in the project, from
November 2014 through May 2015. The results summarized here are based on completed
case files for approximately 300 of the most vulnerable students. Forty districts are
included at this time; we anticipate that additional files will be submitted over the
summer and in September.



A survey of Early Reading Advocates completed in June 2015, documents the impact of
CR4YR on districts, schools, and teachers. To date, 39 districts responded; in most cases, 2
or more educators who had been involved with CR4YR for 1-3 years completed the
survey.



Two additional data sources provide evidence of the impact of CR4YR ON STUDENTS:
o Each participant or team wrote a “Letter to Colleagues” focusing on one
strategy/approach or action that was been useful to them. Letters from 2013-14,
and 2014-15 were analyzed and posted on the CR4YR research website CR4YR
Research website, http://cr4yr.com
o Each participating teacher/team used the BC Performance Standards for Reading
or the Kindergarten Oral Language Continuum to assess all of the children in their
classrooms in both November and May. These results are being compiled by
Learning Division, and will be available through Maureen Dockendorf.
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Case studies
Each participant worked alone or as a member of a team to compile a case file tracking one child
from November to May. Wherever possible, the team tracking an individual child included both a
classroom teacher and another teacher, administrator or support (e.g., Learning Support;
Educational Assistant; Teacher librarian; Principal; Aboriginal Support; SWIS.) The number of
case files roughly represents the number of classrooms in the project – it is difficult to estimate
the number of teachers/supporters/administrators as some teachers worked individually and
others had a partner; as well, in some cases, a support worker or Resource/Learning Support
Teacher supported more than one classroom teacher.
Typically, a “complete” case file included 5 entries: a cover sheet, describing the child in
November; 3 case records, describing the teacher’s actions and the student’s progress during the
year; and a final summary, detailing the students’ progress and indicating plans for the future.
Analyses of the case studies are posted on the CR4YR Research website, http://cr4yr.com

Letters to colleagues
At the second last meeting, each teacher in the project was invited to write a letter or message to
her/his colleagues, telling about something that would be helpful and/or interesting for other
teachers. The letters were completed during the meeting, with the following prompt:
Describe/explain ONE ONLY approach/action/strategy that worked for you. It might be new learning or
confirmation of previous learning. Include how you know it worked – e.g., your observations about how it
affected student(s). In length, this will probably be 1/3 to 1 full page.

These provide both a way for teachers to review and reflect on what they have learned, and
valuable resource for individual or group professional development. They are posted on the
CR4YR website; the research team also prepared a data base of letters on specific topics that
individual teachers or local districts can use to stimulate discussion and learning.
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3. Fact sheet: participation in 2014-15
Number of primary students in CR4YR classrooms (estimate)

10 080

This estimate is based on an average of 21 students per K-3 classroom (provincial data.)
Estimated number of educators (1.4 x case studies)

672

This represents the number of educators, including support staff, who contributed to
planning, supporting, and documenting students (including the case student, but not
exclusively).
Number of case studies initiated

480

This represents the approximate number of classrooms involved, and the individual
students for whom case files were compiled.
Complete case studies including summary

311

This represents only those complete case studies that were submitted to the project
researcher for analysis by June 30, 2015.
Letters to colleagues

310

Teachers in most districts completed and submitted letters to their colleagues. These are
posted on the CR4YR research website, to support teacher-to-teacher professional
development.
Participation beyond primary: Grade 4 and on
As an adjunct to CR4YR, over 20 districts have developed and funded projects modeled on CR4YR
for teachers of students beyond grade 3. The groups are typically labeled “CR4AR” or “CR4OR.” In
some cases, the teachers meet at the same time as CR4YR; in other districts, there are separate
groups and facilitators. Districts with separate groups are funding them outside of CR4YR, and
make their arrangements about facilitators, and about whether they submit case records and
letters to colleagues for central filing. In the Lower Mainland, all districts that are part of the
Adolescent Literacy Network participated, and shared results.
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4. Impact on students
Progress of Case Study Students: Literacy
Completed case studies have been coded and summarized to gather evidence about student
progress. Analysis of 311 complete case records indicates that teachers have observed:




Strong growth in student literacy; results are extremely positive and mirror results from
2012-2013, and 2013-2014. 96% of the vulnerable students selected for the case studies
showed growth in reading for meaning; teachers observed major changes in 40% of these
students.
Substantial decreases in the gaps between student literacy achievement and grade level
expectations – again, similar to 2012-2013, and 2013-14. In terms of literacy, over 60% of
students have progressed more than one year during the 8 month project – that is, they
are closer to current grade level expectations than they were at the outset of the project. A
substantial number (17%) are now meeting grade level expectations.

Change in reading with understanding: Percent of
2014-15 case studies (n=311)
Little/no change
4%

Major change
40%

Some change
56%
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Comparison of reading level to grade level
expectations: Percent of 2014-15 case studies (n=311)
Gap increased
6%
Gap disappeared
17%
Gap stayed same
33%

Gap decreased
44%

Progress of Case Study Students: Other Aspects
Teachers also described the extent to which they incorporated a focus on other aspects in their
work with the case study student, including:
 self-regulation
 confidence (reduced anxiety)
 personal responsibility and motivation
 social awareness and competence a
 personal and cultural identity
They were most likely to focus on increasing student confidence (75%); followed by personal
responsibility and motivation (72%). More than half of teachers reported some focus on selfregulation; approximately 40% reported focusing on awareness and competence; and 25%
reported some focus on personal and cultural identity. Results are presented in the next section.
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Teacher focus on various aspects: Percent of 20142015 case studies (n=304)
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Generally, when teachers did report focusing on one of these aspects, they reported significant
success. The highest levels of success appeared for increasing student confidence (75%) , followed
by personal responsibility/motivation (67%).

Positive change in various aspects: Percent of 201415 case studies (n=304)
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5. Impact on teachers, schools, and districts
Thirty-nine districts responded to a survey that inquired into the impact of CR4YR on teaching
practices and on teacher development. The survey asked respondents to indicate the extent to
which CR4YR had had an impact on the following instructional practices:







Evidence-based reading instruction
CR4YR researched practices
Use of specific resources or strategies
Integration of First People’s Principles of Learning
Focus on engagement and joy
1:1 support within regular classroom

The survey also examined the impact of CR4YR on teacher development, specifically:




Confidence and voice of teachers
Collaboration among educators
Use of inquiry approach

District-based educators reported that CR4YR had a strong impact on instructional practices in
their districts, as well as on teacher development. As shown in the summary graph below,
approximately 80% attributed increased use of evidence-based reading practices, CR4YR
researched practices, and specific strategies or resources. In most cases, they learned about the
efficacy of these practices through CR4YR provincial networking sessions; from CR4YR
facilitators; and through reports and presentations archived on the provincial CR4YR websites.
An even larger proportion of district-based educators reported an increase focus on student
engagement, and the joy of reading (referring to all forms of text and kinds of reading.) Nearly
half of educators who responded for their districts reported an increase in in-class support; a
smaller, but still substantial number, reported an increase in integration of the First People’s
Principles of Learning in classrooms in their districts. (Several others reported that this
integration had already taken place and therefore CR4YR did not cause an “increase.”)
According to district ERAs (often supported by other district staff), CR4YR created a strongly
positive and broad increase in teacher confidence and voice – all districts reported at least some
change; 95% reported “a lot” or “major” change. Increased collaboration was attributed to
participation in CR4YR by 98% of districts, with close to 60% describing this increase as “major;”
97% reported some increase in an inquiry approach; nearly 70% described this as “a lot” or
“major” change.
The graphs on the following page summarize responses over 9 different outcomes attributed to
CR4YR. In the subsequent section, individual graphs, summaries, and sample comments are
provided for each outcome.
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% of districts attributing "a lot" or "major"
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Impact on instruction: use of evidence-based reading instruction

little
change
0%

Increased use of evidence-based reading
instruction
major change
18%

some change
20%

a lot of change
62%

All districts reported that teachers in the CR4YR project increased their use of evidence-based
strategies for literacy development. Topics frequently identified included:
 Understanding the importance of strong, positive relationships
 Increasing the sense of belonging and identity
 Allington’s 6 elements of quality reading instruction (Every Child Every Day)
 Strategies identified in research-based resources such as Catching Readers before they Fall
 The strategic and intentional development of early literacy
Comments from the surveys


Teachers are asking themselves if what they are doing matches Allington’s 6 Elements. Teacher-Librarians
have posted Allington’s 6 Elements in their libraries and use them to support their instruction.



Our Primary Year group has embraced the ‘Catching Readers Before They Fall’ book and routinely share their
experiences working with some of the information from the book



We took this information to ALL of our primary teachers through our in-school collab meetings. Although it is
not evident in all classrooms, there is now a common awareness of research-based best practices.



While I worried that this year there had been little change in reading instruction, I was blown away by the final
meeting. The teachers spoke about explicit teaching of reading, building relationships, 30 minutes of eyes on
print



Over the past 3 years the teachers involved with our CR4YR initiative have been immersed in cross-district
conversations about best practices in early literacy …. CR4YR grounded the conversations with a focus on
research, thoughtful provocations and structured ongoing reflections



Across all 3 years of this inquiry, we noticed considerable shifts in overall literacy practices.



I see that some of our schools are starting to make the changes in timetabling and scheduling of large primary
literacy blocks for Sept 2015 in preparation to accommodate this different way of providing support within the
classroom.
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Impact on instruction: Increased use of practices that CR4YR research indicated were
effective in improving results for vulnerable readers

Increased use of CR4YR researched practices

little
change
0%

some change
21%
major change
33%
a lot of change
46%

All districts reported that teachers had increased their use of practices that CR4YR research by
their colleagues and the research team indicated were effective in changing results for vulnerable
reader; close to 80% reported a lot of change or major change. Topics frequently identified
included:
 1:1 support within the classroom
 the importance of choice (and knowing children’s interests and passions)
 building independence (children in charge of their learning; self-regulated learning)
 reading for meaning
 increased conferencing with students

Comments from the surveys



All our teachers were able to provide 1:1 time for their students, especially those experiencing challenges



Teachers were intentional about identifying needs and ways to support those learners… they were very
cognizant of the social-emotional and self-regulating pieces.



I think everyone embraced the idea of increased choice for students and they have applied this.



“When children are in charge of their learning, it resulted in increased learning!”



Shift in thinking from viewing disengagement as acceptable in a certain percentage of students to greater
educator reflection on strategies for engaging all readers.



A teacher noted that after using self-regulation strategies and choice, her student was happier to come to
school and is very excited when he talks about his day.



Teachers expressed interest in finding out what their colleagues had learned about effective literacy practices
from a community of hundreds of colleagues from around the province. We see that they are incorporating
these findings into other areas of their professional learning and practices as well.
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Impact on instruction: Increased use of specific resources and strategies teachers learned
about through CR4YR

Increased use of specific resources or strategies
little change
0%

some change
21%

major change
24%

a lot of change
55%

All districts reported that teachers had increased their use of specific resources or strategies they
had learned at CR4YR networking sessions, or in their district sessions; close to 80% reported a
lot of change or major change. Topics frequently identified included:
 Strong Nations and other First Nations books (e.g., Eaglecrest)
 Professional books (e.g., Catching Readers Before They Fall; Opening Minds)
 Greater variety of literature (beyond leveled texts)
 Oral strategies (e.g., Reader’s Theatre)
 Sharing of resources and strategies among teachers
Comments from the surveys
 Some teachers brought examples of books to use and had photocopies to share. I noticed others writing down
ideas to try in the own classes while teachers were sharing.


All our elementary schools now use the Strong Readers book series



The PowerPoint’s [provided by the facilitators] provided many useful strategies we could practice and then
apply in our classes … They were powerful in activating thinking, building oral language competence, and
promoted collaborative learning approaches



Use of the professional book studies was excellent. Also the power points and videos of provincial networking
sessions were so valuable as were both of the websites



Thank you to CR4YR hosting Teri Mack and exposing us to the beautiful materials published by Strong
Nations!)



Strategies for Reading, Writing & Self-Regulated Learning featured in CR4YR became the focus for an annual
Workshop Series in Primary Literacy that is funded by a special memorial foundation in the District. Our
speakers across the past two years were connected to the provincial initiative
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Impact on instruction: Increased integration of First People’s Principles of Learning (e.g.,
learning about and embedding the strategies on the poster as well as practices presented
at provincial sessions)

Increased integration of FPPL
major change
13%
little change
32%

a lot of change
16%

some change
39%

Approximately 2/3 of districts reported some increase in attention to the First People’s
Principles of Learning; in close to 30% of districts, the change was substantial. Survey
responses often indicated that their teachers and schools were at “beginning stages” with
integration of the FPPL. Districts often referred to:
 Increased awareness
 Broader role for Aboriginal Support workers
 Increased use of First Nations literature
Comments from the surveys
 Our district has been actively encouraging/supporting the integration of indigenous ways of learning
for some time with a district Indigenous Education Network … it is difficult to comment if change was
due to CR4YR. CR4YR most definitely helped support indigenous ways of learning by keeping it in the
forefront of provincial sessions which influenced discussions with participants in local sessions.


We brought a lot of this into our discussions. The poster was highly effective.



CR4YR provided an amazing opportunity for us to focus on embedding this learning into the foundations of
early literacy classroom instruction and deepening our community awareness



When sharing in preparation to write our Dear Colleague letters, I was taken aback by the number of
participants who described our work with the First People’s Principles of Learning



We are just beginning our journey becoming familiar with this area.



We had a focus on these learning principles, with a guest speaker and shared awareness and authentic
resources, If there was an area that needed further development, this would be the area.



At this time in our Canadian history and with current news headlines the importance of giving voice to the
Indigenous Principals of Learning has been not only timely but healing. The teachers I worked with admitted to
being grateful to have time and space to become more aware and learn for themselves about these principles.
Only then could they turn and take that learning and understanding to their students.
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Impact on instruction: Increased focus on engagement and the joy of reading
little
change
0%

Increased focus on engagement and joy
some change
10%

a lot of change
37%

major change
53%

Almost all districts reported a substantial increase in focus on engagement and the joy of
reading—over half described major changes in this area; a further 37% described “a lot of
change.” Districts frequently described:
 The impact of choice of increasing joy and engagement
 The importance of relationships and knowing each child well
 New reading materials that were more interesting and motivating
 Focusing on the student rather than “the program”
Comments from the surveys
 This was a significant growth area for our teachers over the past 3 years, and the credibility of the provincial team
members helped move teachers out of a polarized mindset in reading instruction to a broader perspective on
literacy and the confidence to focus on both competence and joy in literacy development for their learners.


Teacher engagement and excitement about books and reading is contagious



Over the course of the three years of CR4YR the classrooms that participated (and other classrooms that like what
they see next door) all have adjusted their current or created new space for student accessible and “student owned”
Classroom Libraries. The emphasis was on student comfort, student choice and anytime student access.



And this “leaked” into other schools, other classrooms! A very traditional teacher did an amazing cross curricular
project on WWII that was showcased in our District. He said it stemmed from us telling him to just read for joy
sometimes.



We had created a district philosophy and goals for supporting reading in the district, and engagement and the joy
of reading has emerged as a priority.



“I love my shared reading time now and I used to dread it” I



When we did our sharing out at each session, the teachers almost always mentioned the change in their students’
attitude about reading.



This was an area of CR4YR that has had a big impact. It has helped our primary teachers refocus and re-examine
what is really important about reading. I think this was really critical in moving from “No Fun, Grade One” to
providing literacy experiences with students that were enjoyable for all!



Discovering the students’ passions is at the forefront of our teaching now
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Impact on instruction: Increased in-classroom support by learning assistance and other
support teachers

Increase in offering support in-class
little change
7%

some change
41%

major change
26%
a lot of change
26%

Most districts described changes in how learning assistance and other support was provided
– in most cases, there was some increase in support teachers working directly in the
classroom. Survey responses often described this as a difficult area to change, particularly
given current expectations for support teachers. However, many others were enthusiastic
about the substantial changes they were seeing.
Comments from the surveys
 In our district, it was in year 3 where this really had the best impact as we had teams of teachers and learning
assistance specialists together.


This is definitely a work in progress in our district! We had School Based Resource Teachers in all our groups
and I know they are working more collaboratively with the classroom teachers as a result of CR4YR.



An ELL or LSS teacher was on each school team and attended all our sessions. Our ELL and LSS helping
teachers also provided professional development on co-teaching.



Yet another principle from CR4YR that perfectly coincided with a district belief that was receiving varying
degrees of acceptance across schools – I can honestly & definitively state that all of the classroom & support
teachers who have participated in CR4YR now totally affirm the value of in-class support and have become
advocates within their schools. Best of all, this didn’t result from anything they were told by others but was
completely a consequence of what they experienced for themselves in pursuing their CR4YR inquiry.



One of the greatest changes is the collaboration that many teachers found with their learning support teachers
and that time to assess, plan, deliver and reassess so valuable to their students growth and their own



This opportunity has transformed the way many schools are delivering support to both designated but
additionally all learners.



For many of our elementary teachers, providing in-class support and co-teaching were new ideas in practice.
The expectation from this credible provincial team to explore this model of support for our vulnerable learners
prompted them to engage in what became a powerful teaching model for many …



The conversation is happening and there are pockets of change happening at the individual classroom level.
One school is planning to make a whole-scale shift this coming September.



This is a difficult change for our district.
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Impact on teacher development: Increased confidence/voice of teachers

Increased confidence and voice of teachers
some change
5%

little change
0%
major change
36%

a lot of change
59%

All districts reported an increase in teacher confidence and “voice” attributable to participation
in CR4YR. This was one of the areas where districts noted the greatest change. Survey responses
often noted how comfortable teachers had become in talking about their practice, and how
confident and willing they are to try something new, if t it will help their students.
Comments from the surveys
 Primary teachers are voicing their desire for more pro-D about literacy instruction. They loved the chance to join
CR4YR. They want to continue. They want to talk about teaching reading and they want to make changes to
improve their methods, materials, and knowledge base. …One school has primary and intermediate literacy
meetings as a part of every monthly staff meeting…to check in, discuss, build projects, share ideas, ask questions of
other staff members. It is rich discussion.


Teachers have told me they never felt as confident about teaching reading as they do now. So many said “I wish I
knew this when I began my career!” The teachers talk so knowledgeably about their students reading, they are
more focused on developing each student’s reading process system, and less focused on individual skills. There used
to be a lot of talk about just teaching all the sight words, or letter sounds. Now they focus more on the whole
process. We still have lots to learn, but it feels like we have stopped searching for the “magic bullet” and are
starting to recognize learning to read as a process.



We presented our message to colleagues at the June Board meeting -- I was told by a number of trustees that it was
the best presentation they had had all year.



Participants became willing to say, “I’ve got some learning to do.” “I will try this new thing” “ I am doing this really
well.”



All participants across the three years have voluntarily submitted comments about their CR4YR experience to a
district blog that chronicles daily learning among teachers & students.



We have also kept our Trustees informed annually about district participation in this initiative. One of the team
members talked very candidly about her initial skepticism of “another new project from the ministry”. She went on
to captivate her audience with the story of her case study child, accompanied by a video journal that was shared
regularly with the student’s parents, showing the child’s remarkable transformation from a struggling first-grade
reader - who avoided the task whenever possible - to a competent, confident second-grade reader who told her
classmates not to worry because she had started out with problems too – and then proceeded to read aloud to them
her favorite book!
Teacher’s confidence, comfort and knowledge, and the sharing of their queries and even their discomforts in a
supportive group were all a major shift
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Impact on teacher development: Collaboration among educators

Increased collaboration among educators
some change
13%

little change
2%

a lot of change
26%

major change
59%

Collaboration was the area of greatest change across the province: nearly 60% of districts
described major change/increase in collaboration that they attributed to CR4YR; a further 26%
described “a lot” of change.
Comments from the surveys
 I don’t think any of the 75 teachers who have been involved in CR4YR in our district will want to teach and
learn alone again! They loved the opportunity to talk with their colleagues and I know those conversations
carry on at the school level. I often participate in collaboration sessions at schools and I have found the
questions and topics to be much more thoughtful about learning than in the past.


I believe one of the most important components of CR4YR has been teachers sharing ideas and working
together for all children



Especially noteworthy was the impact on practice and confidence for new career teachers who were mentored
by experienced colleagues through this collaboration.



The conversations that were started between colleagues from the same schools continued when they returned
to their buildings. Those conversations that occurred across schools brought forth powerful strategies and
developed a sense of community among the team.



In one school the conversations that have arisen due to CR4YR have totally changed the climate for staff
development RE literacy. They have developed a primary K-3 project for assessment, sharing information about
student growth in literacy, and working in teams for Pro-D. New and veteran teachers are working together,
gaining confidence in assessment, and building a really strong primary program.



Our CR4YR connections and networking was incredibly rich! In that way for ERA’s and Facilitators had the
opportunities for major change that was effective and worthwhile!



. Collaboration was also evident in the inquiry planning, case study work, and school-based debriefing/sharing
(often outside of CR4YR release time). School teams noted that they were talking about their practice
informally, where this didn’t happen before. They valued these new connections.



We are a district of small schools in remote locations. The teachers reported that the chance to meet and have
professional conversations with colleagues was very beneficial.



By being a part of CR4YR, teachers were part of a bigger group and saw a healthy collaborative model in
action.
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Impact on teacher development: Using an inquiry approach or model
little
change
3%

Increased use of an inquiry approach

some change
28%

major change
25%

a lot of change
44%

Comments from the surveys


It was such a natural way to explore and learn together. We had the spiral out at every meeting and we used it to
guide where we were in our process.



This is another instance of how CR4YR promoted evidence-based practice that already existed, and really helped
teachers see how what was happening locally aligned with a big idea that was taking place in the larger provincial
context.



Teachers are excited to be using an inquiry approach model and credit the CR4YR’s program for encouraging their
growth.



The questions have to come from the practice and reflection – support from a mentor, colleague, educated other ,
really help, but the ‘tussling out’ of what the teacher wants to change or work on or try has to come from them and
this model of inquiry gave them the opportunity to do that.



An inquiry model helped keep teachers focused throughout the process. It was also very helpful to have the Case
Study observations to guide discussion.



The pro-active feel of the inquiry model and the realization that it is a constant quest to seek improved practice
helps teachers to remember that we all engage in learning all the time so it’s okay that we aren’t ‘perfect’ in our
practice at any given time because we can always learn from one another, learn from research and learn from our
students themselves. If we adopt a model of inquiry as a way of looking at the classroom environment, we
constantly seek to improve things for kids.



The CR4YR inquiry approach introduced us to the idea of using a case study focused on a vulnerable learner to
propel the inquiry process. This was effective for embedded professional learning as it made it relevant as well as
prompting accountability to help this child and to explain progress to colleagues.



I heard much more from younger teachers this year, as well some of the more negative people were talking much
more positively this year.
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Overall impact on districts
The district survey invited comments about the overall impact of CR4YR over the three years of the project:
Please jot down a few notes for us about how being part of CR4YR for the last 3 years has affected your
district, beyond the immediate participants.
Comments were overwhelmingly positive, and frequently described fundamental changes in approaches
to early literacy, as well as to teacher development, and district initiatives and support. The impact and
effects of CR4YR most frequently described in this section included:





A renewed focus and passion for reading and literacy, and for improved practices
The power of the CR4YR strength-based, student-focused, collaborative, inquiry model -- now
frequently being applied at other grades, and in other areas
Collaboration within schools and across the district
Appreciation for the project and the vital role of provincial networking

A renewed focus and passion for reading and literacy, and for improved practices
o

I think our district really caught a ‘buzz’ about reading. Even schools that were not involved in CR4YR
started book clubs around the books we were using (Catching Readers..). Schools also started thinking
about different ways to address the needs of their struggling readers…

o

Overall, our district has experienced some major shifts over these three years. In the area of reading
practices, teachers have a more solid understanding of the theory behind their practice. They are very
aware of the evidence-based reading practices … Classroom teachers recognize the importance of
their involvement with all students, and are much more inclusive in their structuring of support. This
recognizes the importance of the teacher in the formative assessment process and recognizes the
critical role they play in supporting student learning in the planning of next steps.

The power of the CR4YR strength-based, student-focused, collaborative, inquiry model -- now
frequently being applied at other grades, and in other areas
o

CR4YR has made everybody sit up and notice! Not only are our primary people paying closer attention
but our Intermediate and Secondary people are peering our way, asking really important questions,
and seeking more information and support!

o

Rich case study inquiry model has been embraced by other inquiry groups in our district

o In my opinion, the organizers of CR4YR got the model “just right” and the framework facilitated

impressive growth in all six of the areas specified in the bullets above for everyone who participated. I
have come to think of everything we do in education as a developmental continuum conceptualizing
where we were in our thinking at the outset, where we are now in that process, and what is a possible
next step. From my viewpoint, CR4YR has moved us along all six of these continua and enabled a
mindset that will influence our professional practice even though the specific structure in which that
happens will change. In my district CR4YR has provided a lens through which one can view multiple
characteristics of effective instruction.

Collaboration within schools and across the district
o

The CR4YR Initiative has enabled an integrated approach of the Curriculum, ELL, LSS and Tech
departments in our district. A representative from each of the departments attended each meeting
and took part in providing professional development to our school participants

o

The other thing that CR4YR taught me is the impact of working with a whole primary team. This term,
I spent every Monday in one elementary school working their primary team and resource teachers. We
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were given collaboration time after lunch on Mondays and the power of coming together to talk, plan
and share as well as using a common language when talking about reading with students was very
exciting.
o

The development of collaboration within our school district is one of the biggest changes I have seen.
Having people come together and talk about students and reading strategies and having the chance to
bounce ideas off of each other has been hugely positive. We are hoping to continue with a similar
project next year, with school board funding. I would say that we have all had a chance to reflect upon
our classroom teaching and current reading instruction practices and develop as professionals. I think
that I can speak for everyone when I say that this has been extremely valuable professional
development and all of us have implemented numerous strategies in our classrooms.

Appreciation for the project and the vital role of provincial networking
o

THANK YOU! I feel honoured to have been a part of this provincial initiative so focused on the positive
impact we can make on the learning of children in our schools. Every lead team member was so
valuable in ‘pushing’ our thinking and in allowing us to ask questions and to make connections.
Linking us across the province with other teams, as well as to the inspiring lead team, provided us with
a whole network of people we could contact with questions and ideas; our world got both larger and
smaller…we had more people to learn new ideas and perspectives from but we also felt closer and
more connected to the other districts in the province. Wonderful!



Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
CR4YR was the best model for provincial networking and developing common language and practices
across our district and across our province

o

This inquiry as an embedded professional learning model has been very successful as a means for
capacity building. The Ministry of Education has been supportive over the last few years with funding,
networks, and facilitation through the Changing Results for Young Readers initiative. This initiative
allowed for partnerships among stakeholders, both provincially and locally, as well as connected
educators among school teams, district advocates, provincial team facilitators, and districts across the
province. These partnerships have started to rebuild a collaborative culture of teacher-colleagues and
professional community mindset. It also integrated what we know to be effective practices for early
literacy, including researched-based literacy learning and collaboration in support of our most
vulnerable students. It also provided embedded, meaningful evidence on a provincial scale.

Sustaining the focus

As described above, and in previous sections, districts frequently described plans to continue and
extend the initiatives of CR4YR, although they grappled with issues of funding, and a perceived
“loss” of the provincial network. Districts most often described plans to continue:












Opportunities for teacher-inquiry groups focused on literacy
Continued support from Early Reading Advocates
Time for classroom teachers and resources teachers to co-plan and work together
Support from the district Pro-D committee for inquiry groups, and for learning rounds
Book club discussions via teleconferencing
Refining and developing a model that can be sustained with less funding
Extending opportunities to more teachers of older adolescent students
Building the principles of CR4YR work into all district initiatives
Strategies for focusing on vulnerable students within the classroom
Connecting literacy practices and CR4YR to the new ELA curriculum
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6. Conclusions
CR4YR has had a significant impact at every level of the system.
Students


In 2014-15, 0ver 10 000 young students in CR4YR classrooms benefited from their
teachers’ renewed focus on literacy, and thoughtful application of effective practices.
These students showed substantial improvement as assessed by the BC Performance
standards. (Reported elsewhere)



Approximately 400 of the most vulnerable students in primary classrooms were the focus
of in-depth collaborative inquiries. With the support of their teachers who, in most cases,
were collaborating with other educators in the school, almost every student showed gains
in reading for meaning, and over 60% demonstrated a gain of more than one year in terms
of grade level expectations. In fact, a substantial proportion are now meeting grade level
expectations.



Most students also showed progress in other aspects of development, with the strongest
improvement shown in student confidence (reduced anxiety), followed by: personal
awareness and responsibility; social responsibility; self-regulation; and personal and
cultural identity.

Instruction


CR4YR changed the conversation about reading for many teachers, renewing their focus
on joy and engagement, in balance with sound evidence-based practices. Teachers found
ways to increase students’ sense of belonging and identity, and sustained their focus on
building strong, positive relationships in the classroom community.



Teachers, schools, and districts placed increasing emphasis on classroom-based support
for vulnerable readers, and became increasingly strategic in providing the ongoing
support these children needed, while preserving their close connection to their
classrooms.



Many teachers became more deliberate and focused on the role of student choice in
developing young readers – they explored student passions, and used what they learned
to help to engage students and increase their voice in their own learning. This often
involved increasing the resources available in the classroom; books with Aboriginal
content and authors made a strong contribution in many classrooms
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Teacher development and confidence


From the perspective of most districts, the greatest impact of CR4YR on district practices
was in increased collaboration at all levels – classroom, school, and district. CR4YR
provided time for teachers to meet, to share their learning, to support each other, to solve
problems, and, above all, to inquire – to better understand their practice and their
students.



In many districts, CR4YR made a strong contribution to the voice and confidence of
teachers: through their collaborative discussions and inquiries, they became more
articulate about their teaching practices, and more confident in advocating for themselves
and their students. They frequently presented their findings to district leadership and
school trustees.



CR4YR validated the inquiry approach that many districts were already implementing. It
provided another lens and another set of examples of the benefits of collaborative inquiry.

District Initiatives


In many districts, the opportunities to bring together groups of primary teachers, engaged
in collaborative inquiry about literacy on an ongoing basis, helped to re-energize the
commitment to early literacy and to vulnerable children. CR4YR provided a new model for
ways in which educators could work together to sustain a coherent vision. At the same
time, it offered flexibility so that districts could develop the initiative in ways that best
suited their own contexts.



Many districts used the CR4YR model to develop groups focusing on reading at other
grade levels. These groups were often described as “Changing Results for Adolescent
Readers” or for “Older Readers” or simply, “All Readers.” Many groups are continuing into
2015-16.

Provincial networking


CR4YR is a project with immense heart, and strong personal and professional connections
throughout BC. These connections are valued by those in participating districts, who often
wrote about the importance of having the support and resources of a wide network. The
CR4YR network brings strength from diversity in perspectives, experiences, and areas of
expertise, while at the same time, sharing a deep, enduring commitment to supporting
engaged, successful, joyful readers.
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Related documents








Data collection forms http://cr4yr.com
CR4YR: Message to My BC Colleagues: 2013-14; 2014-15, http://cr4yr.com
Case Study Analysis: 2012-13; 2013-2014 http://cr4yr.com
CR4YR main website: http://youngreaders.ca
“UPDATES” http://cr4yr.com
Infographic poster distributed at BCSSA and posted ” http://cr4yr.com August 2015
Analysis of key factors associated with growth, and factors associated with cases
where a student showed little improvement (to come: estimated for 2016)
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